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“Heart-stoppingly tense, this is a brilliant page-turning thriller.” Chris Child

“Gripping and beautifully written, with sharp dialogue and a real feel for the desert landscape. I couldn’t stop

reading it.” Beth Boyd

“A remarkable debut novel, the couple are realistic, and the killer dark, dangerous, and sometimes very funny.” Ann

Abrams

"An intelligent thriller as unstoppable and exacting as its villain, with heroes who are human and engaging.

Riveting." T.J. Brearton (best-selling author of Habit)

A thriller that you won’t be able to put downA thriller that you won’t be able to put down

James and Elle Eversman are a young couple travelling through the Mojave desert on their way to a new life. When

their car mysteriously breaks down they are stranded in the middle of nowhere without much water and no cell-

phone reception.
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A mile away a deadly sniper has them in his cross-hairs. They are pinned down behind their broken-down car,

surrounded by open ground in all directions. There’s nowhere to run and no one to help them. How can they possibly

survive? 

With relentless tension, razor-sharp prose, and a surprising dose of dark humor, EYESHOT will keep you gripped till

its stunning conclusion.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY TAYLOR ADAMSALSO AVAILABLE BY TAYLOR ADAMS

OUR LAST NIGHTOUR LAST NIGHT

Dan Rupley has 24 hours to get the love of his life back in this roller coaster of a ghost story with a bruised, beating

heart. 

NO EXITNO EXIT

A kidnapped little girl locked in a stranger's van. No help for miles. What would you do?

What people are saying about EyeshotWhat people are saying about Eyeshot

"This was one of the most riveting, non-stop thrillers I have ever read. I blew through this book. I look forward to

reading more by Taylor Adams." Kyle Sherrod

"This book was one of the first that I have read in a long time that has even come close to getting a five star review.

This was an awesome read from beginning to end, well worth the time to read and ENJOY!" Outlaw 1773

"Wow! Brilliant from start to finish. Once started its hard to put down. DONT MISS THIS BOOK!" brian partridge

"This book is a well constructed, action driven thriller. For me, the best thrillers are those that seem plausible enough

to imagine myself in the same situation. In this case, the serial killer is a sniper and the victims are ordinary people

caught in the wrong place at the wrong time." Bichon Mom TOP 500 REVIEWER

"Touted as the the most gripping suspense thriller you'll ever read ... and if it wasn't the top for me, it is sure in the

running, and I hope Hollywood is smart enough to cash in, because this book had me up until four in the morning. I

could NOT go off and leave these characters on their own!" Name withheld

"I loved every minute of this book. The writing is simply amazing." Jamie Mills
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